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About This Content
Homura Banto joins the team from Jaleco's classic baseball series: Bases Loaded.

Contents
Homura hits the field swinging away, using his bat to attack. Hit enemy shots back and deal a grandslam's worth of damage at
close range!
Hear the familiar shout of Home Run! as Homura unleases a deadly bunt attack!
His bomber unleashes an avalanche of unwan... er, pristine game cartridges, dealing huge retro damage to everything in their
path!
Blast away to the exclusive remix track in Time Attack Mode (BGM Type > Classic Type)!
Banto can be used in Arcade Mode + and scores using him can be recorded on the on-line leaderboards.
The DLC also adds a new page to the Data Mode HD library where you can look at flyers, screenshots and other documents
related to Moero!! Pro Yakyu (Bases Loaded) while listening to commentary by the game's characters.

Character Profile
Homura Banto (voice: Nobuyuki Hiyama)
Introducing Homura Banto, the first ever mascot that resulted from a bug in a classic console baseball game. Though corrected
for the US release, Japan's Bases Loaded is famous even now for a bug which allowed home runs to be hit with a bunt, hence
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Homura's name.
Homura's character design is courtesy of none other than the legendary Kenichi Sonoda! (Suchie Pai, Riding Bean, Gunsmith
Cats).
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Title: Game Tengoku - Homura Banto
Genre: Action
Developer:
CITY CONNECTION, Chara-Ani
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018
a09c17d780

English,Japanese
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Pros: Cheap
Cons: no setting customization
bland writing
no choices
very short
bad graphics
assumes you know everything already
no character depth
in total, forget this game, just save your money!. A mixture of an Idle Game, a City Builder game, and some say, Tower
Defense.
It fails greatly in every one of those categories.
Yes, its a very cheap game, but you would be better off playing a free game like Realm Grinder, Clicker Heroes, or some flash
game on Kongregate.
As an Idle Game, its very bare-bones, with not a lot of options or upgrades, pretty much no strategy.
As a City Builder, its worthless, it doesn't matter at all where you place building, and they don't have any particular functions
other then creating various amounts of gold. Roads and things like that are created automatically. So there really is no strategy to
it, just place things on the grid. Every building is the same squared size.
As a Tower Defense? Well you can't really call it that, there are no towers to build.
There is 1 archer at the top of a wall, that you can click so he fires 1 arrow, damage upgradable.
There is 1 soldier running around outside the wall, that will hit enemies that randomly spawn, he is upgradable.
There are some spells, but they were buggy and didn't seem to work, I think they are something your soldier casts automatically.
Once again there's no real strategy involved here, just click an upgrade when you can afford it.
The only real good thing I can come up with to review this game is that it looks kind of fun when you look at the screenshots.
Some have pointed out that there is no good tutorial, but this is also a good thing, since there's really nothing to learn.
Only reason I got this game is because I mistook it for the long awaited sequel to Farm of Souls, another free game you can
check out that is better both as an Idle Game and City Builder.
And finally, the game takes 10 times the amount of space you would expect, 2 GB, weird.
PROS :
- Short Tutorial.
CONS :
- Everything is bad.
CONCLUSION :
- Don't buy this, Buy almost anything else.. I used 500 Meteorites for a chest, and it takes them and gives me nothing in return?.
It's a fun HOG, puzzle game, with a fable story. Good for casual gaming. Extra champter was funu as well.. Just wanted to drop
an honest review about this game. When I started, I didn't understand much of what was going on or any of the mechanics.
However, once giving the game sometime, it started to grow on me. I started to get some pretty cool ideas for cities and even
seeing the what this game really had to offer.
So far, I've only played maybe 40 minutes or so, but I believe I now understand some of the core mechanics and how to easily
build now. I'm actually excited to log more hours into this game and to see what type of town I can actually build!
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I made a video on this, if you wanted to check it out. I tried to keep in my struggles of learning but also show off some of the
cool things I was able to do!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NYLwDvvIg2Q&t=388s. Wonderful and creative tower defense game.. Could never get
it to work. It would crash FSX when loading scenery, even if this was the only addon installed. Spent some time with the
publisher troubleshooting, but nothing came of it. Ended up uninstalling. Steam wouldn't give a refund since we spent more than
2 hours troubleshooting the addon, so I'm stuck with a useless addon.
I will give props to the publisher though. He really tried to help, but they don't make the installers, so he couldn't do much.
Win1064, i7 6700k, 32GB, SSD, GTX 1060\/6GB. it sure does run on my computer, game is platformies and you jump and
collenct coin but for maybe no reason?. This game is just another clash of clans rip off game.. Fantastic little game; like a boxy,
bloody Binding of Isaac that *I* can enjoy!
I usually skim over most indie roguelikes, but this one really grabs me for a couple of reasons:
A.) The levels are attractive and the floor layout is truly random (you can spawn next to the exit, if you're equipped to fight the
boss).
B.) It's extremely fun to experiment with the fists and dips, trying to find a style that works for both you and the area.
C.) The aesthetic is cute, but not obnoxious, the writing is enjoyably slangy, and everything is breakable.
Some caveats:
A) Audio cues for traps are a bit hard to make out while engaged with a ton of bad folks.
B) It took me a while to figure out that you weren't really giving up your fist at the fist portal.
All in all, a great game that I plan to go back and actually finish.
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This game is deceptively toothsome, fitting in a lot of heart without going treacly in your mouth. The art is gorgeous. All I can
say is that the rendering is thoughtful. It's well laid out, it's mindful of space and balance, and even the fonts are aptly chosen.
This game is a pleasure to look at and spend time in.. So here's my short review. Can you punch bears in this game? Yes, a lot.
And here's a longer one. The reason I got the game in the first place is that I had a discount for it. And to be honest probably
wouldn't have bought it if I didn't, however it won me over with its promise of flannel shirts, manly beards and a peculiar selfaware sense of humor. And that it delivered. The game has character. It has an appealing visual design, a great soudtrack to keep
you motivated during the bear punching and a story probably written by H.G.Wells himself (probably not true).
Now the 'punching' itself is not one of the game's strongest atributes. The problem lies in the lack of variety in combat,
especially in the boss battles. You end up finding a single strategy that works for you and then using it for the entire game. That
is partially mended by the Arena game mode, which has tons of challanges that force you to change and improve your play style.
Final vedict. I am probably in the minority here, by saying it's good. Not great, but good. True, the story mode is not all that
challanging and is a bit too short, however if you ever wanted to punch a bear in the mouth, have \u20ac 6 to spend and a free
afternoon, i say give this one a shot.. Fairly short time waster, if you are looking for a hardcore zombie game, this is not it.
The storyline is a bit half baked, and the utterly rediciouls diloge from most of the charecters show that the game does not take
itself seriously. Which works for it, as if it had tried to be a serious game it would have failed horribly. But the sillyness and
townsfolk that are apparently in the 'special needs' catagory, make it somewhat amusing.
Often you will be in the car, which you can upgrade into a zombie murdering machine (that is, if you can manage to even run
them over). But the way the car handels is at times, a complete nightmare.
It crashes fairly often for me, often while loading a cutscean or loading a diffrent zone, ocasionaly just getting in the car made
the game freeze. So it was difficult and lengthy just to get a single play through in. The achievments are easy enough however, if
your into one of thoes steam stat websites.
Overall, 4 out of 10 dragons.. Summary:
A small but pointed game that does the job at the price that it's asking for. It's a simple and straight forward game as you simply
avoid hazards left and right while trying to make it to the next level. While it had the $10,000 as the draw, I wanna say it didn't
need it as it's simple gameplay is complemented by the use of expectation between levels very well. The mechanic of having to
go back X amount of levels on failure is helped by the levels feeling so different from each other, yet having a familarity in
them as well. It uses the content it has very well as contrasted against itself, and it's only helped by a strong visual aesthetic. The
soundtrack, while not my cup of tea persay, definitely does the job in terms of action oriented gameplay. While I'd like to see
more levels and some other game modes in the long run, for 3 bucks, it's hard not to say the game is worth it, as it reminds me
of the simplicity of games like Super Hexagon, while keeping the action up. Worth a look.
Gameplay Footage and Video Review: https://youtu.be/rkbwu_9Gbbw
Lists:
+:

Uses its level design against itself to subvert expectations, keeping the player on notice and not lulling him into any
security better then a lot of games out there.
Stage Loss mechanic works well to give the player all the reason in the world not to fail, especially in quick succession.
Simple gameplay done well, very straight forward, but effective.
Visual appeal with the neon and completely different color schemes between different levels.
While the soundtrack isn't what I'd normally listen to, the dubstep/electronica fits the game rather well and does the job
to complement the action.
Price seems to match the content in question in favor of the consumer, yet not screwing the developer.
-:
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Would like to see more. 60 challenges is a tiny misleading, it's really 20 levels with increasing difficulty (it does play
different). Feel the game could add more content to really bring it to the next level.
Again, just more. Adding a score mode collecting points in some way would help in longetivity.
Little odd segments with recording at times with spikes, but never experienced it during non-recording gameplay.
. I expected so much more from this title... There was often updates, some developer streams, nice trailer + Tetris styled
gameplay. But in the end its just an arcade game with very VERY basic inner parts. First of all, you dont have any real
progression, you do have some skills to obtain, yet there are like 5 of them. Second, all levels are randomly generated and even
if you lose, you just start from the point you died. No punishment at all. Third, the core gameplay consist from putting Tetris
tiles inside a 'cube' as much as you can fit, then picking enemies for attacks while considering their elements. You know what?
That system presents in EVERY rpg, strategy and most other big genres i know. Take Heroes of Might and Magic as example:
you take care of units positioning, elemental stuff, turns \/ initiative etc. But, in Heroes this is just something you do BESIDES
real gameplay. And in Pharkamon this is main core. Nothing else out there, just this.
Itself game just cannot give you any fun, thats why there is no reviews and thats why noone even cracking it for piracy purpose.
It takes about 15 minutes to get bored, maybe even less. And the price of $6? Ha! You getting games like this from 20-in-1
bundles which cost you a single dollar. I personally didnt liked story and graphics as well, they look cheap. Gosh, even tutorial
levels of NetStorm giving you more varietty and fun both in Tetris-wide dimension and from gameplay perspective.
Refunded.. This game provides a lot of fun for me and my Gf. Lottle the single player challenges, and the coop mode is just
addictive.. One of my favorite RoseVerte game along with the Cafe 0 series, despite so many ppl don't like it. I guess it just
RoseVerte's style: the story more like pure visual novel than an otome game. Which I love it very much. The story kind of
interesting though I hate Yukina and Kou so much... Kouji deserved better and the music just fit the game well enough. I love
the OP and ED song. I love that we could see the other characters POV, too. The entire story suit the tittle "Lie" perfectly. The
art really lame and stuff, I'm still adore the game.. Ive paid for it and its on my profile but the game is not there like the 3 others
I have paid for, getting through to steam support is like breaking into the bank of england!. I have played Carcassonne with river
as a table top game for 5 years. I love the river. So when I saw Steam had Carcassonne I ordered the river and main games. I had
trouble installing the river, but was able to finally install the main game. How I want to activate the river. But I can not find a
way to do that. Bad Bad Steam!!!!
. Its a very fun game somtimes people are on sometime not I just wish more people would play this game and give it a chance.
I would also like more content added. Very fun
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